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Details of Visit:

Author: Medium Bang Theory
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 17 Jun 2017 20:00
Duration of Visit: 60 Minutes
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

Victoria's current place (these girls do get moved around regularly) is better than some of the other
Oriental flats that I've visited - it's a basement in a tidy and discrete area between Queensway and
Lancaster Gate. There's a decent pub around the corner to enjoy a pre-punt vodka and muse on the
hour ahead.

Her room is unremarkable (whatever happened to the funky lighting that these Thai girls used to
adorn their boudoirs with) but absolutely fine for an hour of fun.

The Lady:

Lately, I've been concentrating on Olina's video girls as the films give a 100% accurate portrayal -
I'm sick and tired of the widespread photoshopped lies in this business, and the apparent general
acceptance of this practice by the punting community.

As soon as Victoria’s video was added to her profile I fired a text straight off to the agency to book
her – I wanted to beat the inevitable rush! As the time approached I requested that she wear the
featured white-ish lingerie and she complied with my wish. In fact, when I met her after four days of
esager anticipation, I just had to stare at her in absolute awe – she is drop-dead gorgeous!

Apart from her obvious stunning looks and freshly enhanced figure, there's not much to add - it's all
in the video - although it's worth noting that she has no tattoos or c-scar.

The Story:

From the moment I arrived at her flat Victoria was friendly, welcoming, and extremely affectionate.
Although kissing is not high on my list of required pleasures, if it is advertised then I do enjoy it, and
hers was very intense throughout the hour and one of the best that I’ve experienced with an
Oriental girl.

Victoria was pleasingly responsive to my amateur massage and then DATY and face-sitting and,
although I couldn't get her "there", this precluded the need for any lube. Like all Thai girls she was
very pliable and supple and so the choice of postions is pretty much limitless although I'm perfectly
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happy with simple snail, mish and cowgirl! In truth, her OWO was a little toothy, but I put this down
to her enthusiasm - I finished with a beautiful CIM and no permanent harm was done.

Every second of my hour with Victoria was a joy. The shared shower (another thing that I’m not
usually bothered about) at the end was a real bonus as she really does join in, and the impromptu
WS from her was a very amusing surprise!

Not only was Victoria a highly enjoyable erotic experience, but she was fantastic company and
great fun as well! She seems to understand English quite well, but her speech is a little poor at the
moment - we communicated just fine, so it was irrelevant.

As it should be, but not always is, I had Victoria’s full and undivided attention from the moment I
arrived to the second I left, and I will most certainly return to see her again very soon……..
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